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Abstract
Data from intravenous (i.v.) glucose tolerance tests suggest that glucose clearance from the blood is slower in cats than in dogs. Since
different physiological pathways are activated following oral administration compared with i.v. administration, we investigated the profiles
of plasma glucose and insulin in cats and dogs following ingestion of a test meal with or without glucose. Adult male and female cats and
dogs were fed either a high-protein (HP) test meal (15 g/kg body weight; ten cats and eleven dogs) or a HP þ glucose test meal (13 g/kg
body-weight HP diet þ 2 g/kg body-weight D -glucose; seven cats and thirteen dogs) following a 24 h fast. Marked differences in plasma
glucose and insulin profiles were observed in cats and dogs following ingestion of the glucose-loaded meal. In cats, mean plasma glucose
concentration reached a peak at 120 min (10·2, 95 % CI 9·7, 10·8 mmol/l) and returned to baseline by 240 min, but no statistically significant
change in plasma insulin concentration was observed. In dogs, mean plasma glucose concentration reached a peak at 60 min (6·3, 95 % CI
5·9, 6·7 mmol/l) and returned to baseline by 90 min, while plasma insulin concentration was significantly higher than pre-meal values from
30 to 120 min following the glucose-loaded meal. These results indicate that cats are not as efficient as dogs at rapidly decreasing high
blood glucose levels and are consistent with a known metabolic adaptation of cats, namely a lack of glucokinase, which is important
for both insulin secretion and glucose uptake from the blood.
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Inspection of data derived from intravenous glucose tolerance
tests suggests that glucose clearance from the blood is slower
in cats than in dogs. Thus, following an intravenous glucose
bolus (1 g/kg body weight), plasma glucose levels took up
to 90 min to return to baseline in cats, whereas a return to
baseline was observed after 40 – 60 min in dogs(1,2). While
intravenous administration of glucose is widely used as a
means of assessing glucose tolerance, we were interested in
measuring the changes in blood glucose and insulin profiles
following food intake since ingestion is considered to give a
more physiologically complete picture than intravenous
administration, as it also accounts for effects of intestinal
absorption and activation of the enteroinsular axis (i.e. the
neural and hormonal responses that influence insulin
secretion) on the resulting glucose and insulin plasma profiles.
A number of studies have measured postprandial plasma
glucose and insulin profiles in cats and dogs, typically in
response to meals of dry food containing different types of
starch(3 – 5). In contrast to the rapid changes in blood glucose
and insulin concentrations observed following intravenous

glucose administration, these meal response studies have
shown smaller changes in glucose and insulin concentrations,
which occur gradually over a longer period of time (e.g.
glucose and insulin levels peaking several hours after the
meal). In order to evaluate dynamic changes in blood glucose
and insulin concentrations in response to a physiologically
informative route of administration, we have determined postprandial plasma glucose and insulin concentrations in
response to a meal with or without glucose.

Methods
Animals
Initially, twenty-four healthy adult domestic shorthair cats and
twenty-five healthy adult dogs (six Labrador retrievers (LR)
and nineteen Miniature Schnauzers (MS)) were selected
for the present study, but samples were not obtained from
six cats and one dog; details of animals allocated to each
diet are given below. Cats were housed individually

Abbreviations: FN, female neutered; GK, glucokinase; HP, high protein; HP þ G, high protein þ glucose; LR, Labrador retrievers; MN, male neutered; MS,
Miniature Schnauzers.
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in environmentally enriched lodges and group-exercised/
socialised for several hours each day, except for the test
meal day. Before the test meal day, dogs were housed in
pairs, allowed several hours of paddock exercise and walked
on-lead each day; on the test meal day, dogs were individually
housed and given calm social interaction but no exercise.
All animals underwent habituation programmes to accustom
them to the blood sampling procedures to be carried out
on the test meal day. The experimental procedures were
approved by the Waltham Ethical Review Committee
and performed in accordance with UK Home Office legislation.
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Diet
The test diet was a canned diet made to a standard loaf-based
recipe, enriched with chicken breast and soya isolate to
increase the protein content, manufactured at Mars Petcare,
Verden, Germany. The macronutrient composition of the
diet was as follows (g/100 g as is): moisture, 81·4; protein,
12·7; fat 2·5; N free extract (carbohydrate) 1·4. For the test
meal, this diet was either fed without modification (high protein (HP), HP test meal) or with the addition of D -glucose
(HP þ G test meal; Sigma Chemical Company, Dorset, UK).
Specifically, one group of cats and one group of dogs were
offered a test meal of 15 g HP diet/kg body weight, while
the other group of cats and dogs were offered a test meal of
13 g HP diet/kg body weight þ 2 g/kg body-weight D -glucose.

Experimental procedures
Cats and dogs were assigned to groups and received either
the HP test meal (three female neutered (FN) and seven
male neutered (MN) cats; two FN LR, one MN LR, three FN
MS and five MN MS dogs) or the HP þ G test meal (two FN
and five MN cats; two FN LR, one MN LR, four FN MS, one
FN MS and five MN MS dogs). Following an overnight (24 h)
fast, animals were weighed (to calculate how much test
meal to offer), and a cannula was inserted into a cephalic
vein. Blood samples were taken, via the cannula, 90 (dog
only), 60 and 30 min before, and 30, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180,
210, 240, 270, 300 and 360 min after the test meal was offered.
The test meal was offered at t ¼ 0 and was consumed within
10 min. Cannula patency was maintained by flushing with
0·5 ml of heparinised saline (heparin 100 IU/ml in 0·9 %
NaCl) after each sample. Before collecting each sample,
0·3 ml of blood were withdrawn and discarded to avoid any
dilution of the analytes of interest by saline in the cannula.
Blood (1·3 ml) was collected into EDTA and sodium fluoride – potassium oxalate tubes and kept on ice until centrifugation (within 30 min of collection) at 2000 g for 10 min at
48C. Plasma from EDTA tubes was stored at 2 808C until insulin concentration was determined by RIA (porcine insulin kit,
PI-12K (Millipore (UK) Limited, Watford, Hertfordshire, UK)
for cat samples; human insulin kit, DSL1600 (Diagnostic
System Laboratories, Inc., Webster, TX, USA; Beckman Coulter
(UK) Limited, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire) for dog
samples). Plasma from sodium fluoride –potassium oxalate
tubes was assayed immediately for glucose using an

automated analyser (AU400; Olympus Instruments, Beckman
Coulter (UK) Limited High Wycombe, Bucks, UK).

Statistical analysis
Plasma glucose and insulin profiles were analysed using
mixed model analysis to take into account the repeated
measures on each animal. Fixed effects of species, diet, time
from meal and their interactions were explored. Post hoc
analysis was performed using Tukey’s honestly significant
difference procedure for unequal repetitions between means
to maintain the overall significance level at 5 % and account
for multiple comparisons. Statistical analysis was carried out
using Statistica software, version 8 (Statsoft Limited, Bedford,
UK). Graphs of response profiles are presented with means
and 95 % CI.

Results
Plasma glucose and insulin concentrations measured before
the test meal (i.e. after a 24 h fast) were not significantly different in cats and dogs. Following ingestion of the HP meal, no
statistically significant changes in plasma glucose or insulin
concentrations were observed compared with the pre-meal
concentrations in either cats or dogs, and the concentrations
of both glucose and insulin were very similar in both species
(Figs. 1 and 2). In contrast, marked changes in both plasma
glucose and insulin concentrations were observed following
ingestion of the HP þ G meal, and the profiles were very
different between cats and dogs. In both species, plasma glucose concentration was significantly higher than pre-meal
values by 60 min after the meal (cats, P ¼ 0·001; dogs,
P ¼ 0·00 058) and was significantly higher in cats than in
dogs (P ¼ 0·02). In dogs, plasma glucose concentration
began to decline after this time and was not significantly
greater than pre-meal values from 90 min onwards, while in
cats, plasma glucose concentration continued to rise before
peaking at 120 min (Fig. 1). Plasma glucose concentration in
cats was not statistically different from pre-meal concentration
from 240 min onwards (although an increase in mean concentration at 270 min is shown in Fig. 1, it was not statistically
significant). In dogs, plasma insulin concentration was significantly elevated above pre-meal values from 30 to 120 min
following the HP þ G meal (P#0·001; Fig. 2). In contrast
and despite the large increases in plasma glucose concentration observed in cats, mean plasma insulin concentration
in this species rose gradually following the HP þ G meal,
with a peak at 210 min but was never statistically different
from pre-meal values (Fig. 2).

Discussion
The most striking observation from the present study is the
very different glucose and insulin profiles observed between
cats and dogs following ingestion of a glucose-loaded meal.
For a very large increase in plasma glucose concentration,
the insulin response appears ‘blunted’ in cats, while a rapid
and large insulin response was observed in dogs in response
to a relatively small increase in plasma glucose concentration.
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Fig. 1. Plasma glucose concentration of cats (W, X) and dogs (K, O) before and after a high-protein (HP) meal (15 g/kg body weight; W, K) or the same HP diet
(13 g/kg body weight) to which D -glucose (2 g/kg body weight) was added just before feeding (HP þ G; X, O). Values are means, with 95 % CI represented by vertical bars. * Mean values were significantly different from baseline (2 60 and 2 30 min; P# 0·001). † Mean values were significantly different from baseline
(2 60 min; P¼0·000058). ‡ Mean values were significantly different from dogs fed the HP þ G meal (P# 0·02).

that up-regulate glucose transport activities in response
to a high-carbohydrate diet(8,9). The effect of digestible
carbohydrate on glucose uptake by the canine intestine has
not been studied, but dogs fed a diet containing fermentable
fibre (beet pulp and oligofructose) had a 95 % higher capacity
for carrier-mediated glucose uptake than dogs fed a
non-fermentable fibre (cellulose), indicating the potential for
nutritional up-regulation of glucose uptake by the small
intestine in dogs(10).
Following absorption from the gastrointestinal tract,
removal of glucose from the blood by active transport into
cells is maintained by a concentration gradient, as intracellular
glucose is rapidly converted to glucose 6-phosphate by

These differences are consistent with known metabolic
adaptations of cats to evolution on a low-carbohydrate diet.
The longer time for plasma glucose concentration to peak
and the higher peak concentration observed in cats compared
with dogs possibly reflect a combination of slower glucose
absorption from the intestine to the circulation and subsequently slower cellular uptake of glucose from the blood.
The rate of glucose uptake is higher in the intestine of
suckling kittens compared with kittens weaned onto solid
food(6). This age-related decline in capacity for glucose
uptake in cats could not be prevented by feeding a highcarbohydrate diet (57, 93 % of which was from added glucose)
to young cats(7), which is in contrast to omnivorous species
*
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Fig. 2. Plasma insulin concentration of cats (W, X) and dogs (K, O) before and after a high-protein (HP) meal (15 g/kg body weight; W, K) or the same HP diet
(13 g/kg body weight) to which D -glucose (2 g/kg body weight) was added just before feeding (X, O). Values are means, with 95 % CI represented by vertical bars.
* Mean values were significantly different from baseline (2 90, 2 60 and 2 30 min; P# 0·001).
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hexokinase and/or glucokinase (GK). Hexokinase has a high
affinity for glucose but low capacity, whereas GK has a
lower affinity for glucose but high capacity, making it ideally
suited for dealing with high glucose concentrations. However,
in contrast to dogs, feline tissues appear to lack GK enzyme
activity or mRNA expression(11,12) and may help explain the
large and prolonged increase in plasma glucose concentration
observed in cats following the glucose-loaded meal. Low GK
activity has been reported in other carnivorous species such
as barn owls and rainbow trout and is believed to contribute
to the prolonged glucose elevation observed following a
glucose challenge in these species(13,14).
That the post-prandial increase in insulin concentration in
cats following the glucose-loaded meal did not reach statistical
significance is surprising and may be explained by individual
variability in the magnitude and timing of the insulin response
(e.g. at 30 min following the glucose-loaded meal, insulin
concentration was the same as the pre-meal concentration in
one cat, while in all the others it had increased markedly).
While the anti-porcine antibody in the insulin assay kit used
to measure feline plasma insulin concentration is 100 %
cross-reactive to human insulin, the differences in amino
acid sequence between feline and human insulin may have
resulted in an underestimation of plasma insulin concentration
in cats in the present study. GK also plays an important role in
the pancreatic b-cell as a ‘glucose sensor’ linking the detection
of elevated blood glucose levels to insulin secretion through
b-cell metabolism of glucose(15,16). While GK mRNA
expression has been demonstrated in feline pancreas(12,17), it
is possible that low pancreatic GK activity may explain the
‘blunted’ insulin response observed in cats following the
glucose-loaded meal.
A further possible explanation for the limited insulin
response in cats could be related to incretin hormone release
(glucagon-like peptide-1) and glucose-dependent insulinotrophic polypeptide that potentiate insulin secretion(18). In
human subjects, a reduction in postprandial concentrations
of glucagon-like peptide-1 appears to contribute to the
impaired insulin secretion associated with type 2 diabetes(19).
The response of these hormones to food intake has not been
characterised in cats or dogs and is an important missing piece
of the jigsaw of the physiological response to food intake in
these species, particularly in light of the differences in the
insulin response to the glucose-loaded meal observed in the
present study.
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